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Ol? WING AND PROPELIJ3R*

By C. Wieselsberger

SUMMARY

When the wing is outside of the slipstream the veloc-
ity field of the propeller modifies the air-stream direc-
tion on the wing (fig. 1) and through it the induced drag
of the wing. OIL the other hand, the presence of the wing
changes the inflow velocity of the pro~eller which stipu-
lates a c:~ange in propeller efficiency.

A qualitative analysis shows that the change in power
reqnired for level fliglit due to changed induced dra~
equals the change in yropeller o-atput due to changed effi-
ciency, when the original propeller is replaced by a sub-
stit’.~teproPe].ler p~c)?lucin~ the same slipstream as the un-
influenced propeller. Theu the mutual interference appears
only as inside force.

The change of induced wing drag dw.e to the field of
flow of the propeller was analyzed quantitatively, The
field of flow of tke propeller is represented by a uniform
d.istri?mtion of sinks over the propeller disk area, whose
strength is determined by t3.e increase of speed ir. the
slipstream. The super-position of this sink flow on the
basic flo’w reproduces the actual field of flow outside of
the slipstream with close approximation. The computed
change of induced wing drag is compared with experimental
data and the agreement is found to be satisfe,ctory.

r.

In the analysis of mutma.1 interference between wing
and propeller, it is advisable to consider two cases which
--------------------------------------------------------.—--——-—— -------—----——
*llBei,trag Z1.lrgegenseit5,gen 3eeinflussr.ng von I’l?lgelund
Luftschraube. A1~handlungen aus dew. Aerod.ynamischen Insti-
tut an der Technischen l+iochschule Aachen, no. 13, 1933, pp.
1-11.
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require totall~ different methods of trq,atment. The first
is characterized by the fact that” the wing penetrates, the
slipstream. A part of the wing is in a zone of higher
speed relative to the basic flow! with the result that the
lift distribution (and consequently, the induced drag) are
modified. This case does not lend itself readily to theo-
retical treatment, because the theory of the wing partial-
ly within a flow of higher speed, is beset with great dif-
ficulties and has therefore received comparatively little
attention.*

The second case is characterized by the wing %eing
~]~olly ~ut~ide of the slipstream, where the speed changes
are small enough to be negligible, so that only the changes
in air-stream direction need to be considered, from which,
then , the cb.ange of induced wing drag can be determined.
Our analysis is limited to this latter case, since it ac-
tually occurs in many types of airplanes. Experiments
made relative to this particular case (reference 1) have
proved that, with the propeller, say, above the wing (fig.
1), the wing drag as well as the propeller thrust become”
less, compared to the undisturbed conditions (infinitely
great distance between wing and propeller). Conversely,
drag and thrust are higher if the propeller is below the
wing. This is readily explained from elementary slip-
stream theory. It is seen that in the case of figure 1,
the flow is upward at the point where the wing occurs as
a result of t-he slipstream contraction.. This puts the
wing partly within an upwash with an ensuing smaller ex-
traneously induced drag and diminished power required for
level flight. Contrariwise, the speed above the wing is

]~i,gher relative to t]le basic flom. Thus the effect of
the pro~eller consists in a decrease in propeller thrust
since the thrust is known to decrease as the speed in-
creases.. Now, the maximum theoretical propeller efficien-
cy being proportional to the ratio of basic speed to rate
of flow t~rough propeller disk (reference 2) , it is read-
ily seen that the presence of the wing vitiates th-e maxi-
mum theoretical efficiency. The prollem then narrows down
to the quantitative determination of the increased power
required for level flight resulting from the pOOrer prO-
peller efficiency and the decrease in power required for

level flight by virtue of the reduced wing drag. Airplane

-———..—-——— -———.-_——— .-————————.._———...———--———.——————————..————.-—————

*L. ?randtl investigated a special case, nanely,, that of a
wing extending through a jet but whiL& the speed outside
of the jet was zero. (Prandtl’s Wing Theory, 11~ section
12.)
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weight and flight s-peed are assumed consta-nt,. The equilib-
rium’’also stipulates constant lift. Hence the assumption
that, at the points of the wing ;here, dueto the u-pwash
caused IJYthe propeller, the angle of attack as we”ll as
the lift ar’e modified, the original lift is reestalli~hed ‘“”’ ‘ 1.

by an appropriate change of angle of attack.
\

,’ 13efore proceeding to the mathe~.atical analysis, it
may l)e ~nformative to indicate briefly another analytical
method pointed out by H. B. Helmbold (reference 3). This
method, whick affords a good insight into the existing
j?henouel~a, consists in anal~zing the flow coizditions re-
motely aft of the wing-propeller system. According to
airfoil theory, the wing sheds vortices in the form of a
sheet ●

In -Lllitti~~~ this vortex syste~a generates a ‘Cw

piece of leugth V aild the power oxponded thereto exact-
ly corresponds to t~~e work of t-no iudv-cod drag ~i V.
Thus the strength of the vortex system is a critoz’ion for
the r,agnitude of the iuduced drag. Since the lift A
shall be coilstant, the self-induced drag,

A2
17i = .—.—...——

TTq-i)2

(q = dy~=~.ic pressure, h = span) ur.zstbe constant also,
inasmuch as the flying speed was assumed constant. It
follows that the strength of the vortex system with approx-
imation of the propeller likewise remains perfectly ‘the
same. The upwasb in w’hich t’he wi-ng fi-nds itself in the
case of figure 1, olviously causes a lower induced drag,
but as this diminution is extraneously induced - that is,
caused by the field of flow of tile propeller.. - it”ha’s no
iilfluence on the strength of the vortex system. (If tbe
efficiency relative to the efficiency with free running
propeller remair+ed unchanged, the decrease in induced wing
drag would effect a climb of the airp~a~o. ) Moreover, the J
vortex system behind the wing is in nowise modified’~y the
approach of the propeller.

Tile investigation of the propeller effect vici”nal”to
the wing proceeds as follows: The slipstream is equally
considered at great distance ‘oefi.indthe propeller, ~nd the
original propeller is raplaced by a substitute propeller
producing a slipstream of equal section S and equal in-

—.,.,.— ..——. .—. —— -..—...—..----- —. —.—... .——
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crease of speed Va relative to the %asic flow as the
free running propeller. Because of the higher speed on
the suction side of the wing, the propeller diameter must
be decreased in the case of figure 1, or else the slip-
stream diameter at great distance be?lind the propeller
would be greater on account of the greater volume of flow.
The increase of speed Va must be held constant by appro-
priate pitch setting, Thus, with S arid ‘a havin~ the
same values as the free running propeller, the substitute
propeller has the same thrust and the same maximum theo-
retical efficiency as the free running propeller, for wit-n
constant flight speed through the jet section and with Va
the thrust and the efficiency are unequivocally defined.
According to slipstream theory, thrust P and maximum
theoretical efficiency n are written:

l?= f3 s (~ +“ ~-)va
T~ 2

n=
——..——— ~ ———— .-—-.—...—

Va
v+~–

~-i...i-..i;.T_i

(1)

(2)

(cs = load factor, p = air density)

Now the analysis of the vortex system far behind the
wing has s’nown the induced drag and the power required for
level flight I?i V to remain’ unaltered, likewise thrust
:znd propeller efficiency and. consequently, propeller per-
forma~~ce by t-he replacement wit”h substitute propeller.
From this follows that the combination wing-substitute
propeller is in equilibrium since there is no change in
flow energy at great distance behind this system. In oth-
er words, there is no mutual interference between wing
and pro~eller with the formulated assumptions, which re-
f~l.testile statement made at the “oeginning, that there is
m17.tu,zLlinterference. The explanation of this apparent
inconsistency is tb.at the mutual interference exists only
as an interilal force, and. in such a way that the power re-
quired for level flight decreases as a result of the lower
induced dra~ to the same amount as the propeller perform-
ance resulting from the poorer propeller efficiency, tllus
retaining the airplane equilibrium horizontally as before
and outwardly evincing no reciprocal effect . It simply
exists as internal force which would appear with tlie de-
termination of the so-called hub-dynamometer thrust.
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One, conclusion of some interest to the airplane de-
,signer, may be drawu from the a-oove. It pertains to the,
.quest-io”nof whether it would” be more favorable to mount
a propeller. of given diameter (= diameter Of free rUnning
propeller) on the suction side or on the pressure side of ?!
t,he wing. i?e have seen that, with the propeller on the
suction side, the diameter of the substitute propeller
must be reduced in comparison to that of the free-running
propeller to insure the same slipstream diameter, or else
the volume” of flow will be greater than with the substitute
propeller because of the greater propeller diameter. For
equal thrust the load factor of the propeller thus becomes
smaller and the maximum theoretical efficiency more propi-
tious, accordiilg to equation (2). Consequently, the power
input of the propeller is less for equal flight speed and
the arrangement of the propeller above the wing consti-
tutes. an advantage.

A similar deduction reveals that, mounting the same
propeller on the pressure side of the wing, stipulates a
greater power input in order to maintain the original
flight speed.

111

We have shown that the use of a substitute propeller
does not,alter the airplane equilibrium in horizontal di-
rection (compared with tho case of very great distance of
wing-propeller) . There is no outward appearance of mutual
interference; it exists simply as an inside force.

However, as it is of interest to quantitatively deter-
mine the magnitude of these inside forces whic”n exist as
reciprocal effect “oetween wing and propeller, we compute
the change of induced drag due to the presence of the pro-”
peller, ,which affords the change in power required for
level fli~ht and. at the same tim,e the change in propeller
performance , because both are equal in amount when replac-
ing the original with the cited substitute propeller.
Kithout the latter the conditions become somewhat more
complicated, since both changes must “De calculated sepa-
rately. T$e abstain from this case because the changes are
small, so that in first approximation the difference be-
tween change of power required for level flight and that
of propeller performance may be disregarded.

The quantitative determination of changed induced drag
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due to the propeller is premised on %Y-e velocity field sur-
rounding tlie propeller. X. Friedrichs has shown in an as
yet unpublished report that a small load factor affords a
practical approximate representation of the field of flow
around a propeller with uniform thrust grading when the
area of the propeller disk is covered ev~ill~ with sinks,
co as to suck the fluid from. both sides into tho proppl.ler
disk. The rate of entry in the propeller disk is va/ 2,
~;~~n Va = increase of speed i~ slipstrea~l relaiive to
basic flov V . Allowing, in addition, the fl”aid to leave
at the rear at speed va normal to the sq~rface, the sink-
flow and. the %asic flow together give a fair representa-
tion of t’he real flow including slipstream contraction
(fig. 2). T?Le fluid then passes steadily through the pro-
peller disk at speed ‘V-1-vJ2, as stipulated in the slip
streac, theory.*

For the directional changes on the wing the radial
components of tl.e ~ropeller flow alone are of influence
and. the sink-flow is the only one that contributes to it.
AS customary in airfoil theory the che~nge of the atsolute
quantities of t;.~espeed is disregarded.

Tlj.eorigia of the coordinates is placed in the center
of the propeller disk, its radi-flsis a (fig. 3). Tlie
coordinate along the propeller axis in downstream direc-
tion is z a-ridits coi-respondii’1~norual radial component,
r. No other coordinates are needed, because the flow is
rotationally sym:aetrical reiat.ive to the thrust axis.

~iie first g~obleu is ~0 O?’)tc?illt~~e potential of t~-e

r’:r’$+flow,0---... from-wkich. the desired radial veioclty comPo-
ilents are to be defined. ‘With K as the strength of the
sink per unit of surface, alzd R as the distance of an
elementary sink dJ? <rem startin~ point P with- the co-
ordinates z and. r, the potential d(& for this point is

~@ = KRdF—.._- (3)

Wit’h the introduction of tl.e an-gle ~ letween the radii

--....————-———-- .-————.-—————-- ------ .-—...-——.—---——.——.—. ..——.-.---—— .-.—.-————._——

*There are no fun.damenta.l difficulties preventing tl-is
method of representation from botu~ extended to include
the case of nonuniform thrust grading over the propeller
disk area.
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r and r. as a further variable, the area of the element a-
dS?= r. drod ~., _Besides,T.Ysi.Qk.at, distance To fTOAm .,.-+-.

—.. ,— —,.. .—.—.. —
= ,/ro2 + r2 - zr r. ~o~e + ~2, ~~e pote~t~a~ @ of

..—.—. -.._.__.,.—
as R

the evenly covered pro~eller disk area is:

r. dro de
‘Q =~?fa -.-——--———--.———— ------ ______

6=0 ro=() CO1 + r2 . ~r r. cose+ z2
—.—— —...--.— (4)

The strength of the sink being already defined by va s
the quantity K will have to be expressed through Va .

Por further analysis of @ , we simply integrate
over the radius of the propeller disk from r. = O to

~o=a a“nd differentiate the thus obtained term, accordi-

ng to r. (See Appendix. ) The result is the radial ve-
locity corqonent wr at point P in form of

Wr = a!-!-=. 2 K J -.--—––––––:0-:–5–:!-.—––––––- (5)
~r

.———-. ——.-—.....————.——.. —— —-
Q Ja2 + r2 - 2 a r cos 0+ 22

This integral is reducible to two norrtialperfectly ellip-
tical integrals, which fiilally give (see Appe”nd:ix):

K and. 3 are the complete elliptical integrals of first
and second orcier. The value of modulus k is

.——
2da r-~= —--.___...__________

J- ““--”--
~“—~ (7)

(a+r)+z

Since the fluid is to enter normal to the propeller
disk area at speed Ta./2, quantity K, which defines
the stre~lgth of tile sink-flow, must be expressed by Va .
To this end we visualize a sphere of radius R -placed
arour.d an elementary sink h.avin~’a surface expansion of
dl?= r. dro d6. The extent of the sink is infinitely .

small, hence its effect on points at finite distance is
the same as a point sink. On the basis of the continui-
ty, this meails that the fluid quantity which disappears
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+Q
AT;i = ~2 AW-T– dA

t.—
2

Q
‘2

Awi = j F-x:–%k (15)
?)--
2

Va is constant and expressible by the load factor

9

(14)

and the speed V conformably to the slipstream theory
with

— .—.-....—

‘a = T({l+cs-1) (16)

it is

+;
—- . ...... .

AQ?i = (fl+c~-1).$ GdA (17)
-...
2

The lift distri’~utton across the span is assumed el-
liptical and the lift dA of an element is expressed as
lift coefficient Ca. A brief calculation yields

dA=*caqt fi’~-~:~ dx (18)
l-f

wherein q = dynamic nressure and t = wing chord. with
this value, we- have: -

and the change in drag coefficient

4ca
Cwi = --g- ! ~ ~-~~’ dx

(m-”:s- - 1) J

_—
2

(19)

(20)
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This integral must le evaluated graphically or mathematic-
ally.

In order to compare t~e theorettca.1 with the experi-
mental results, we resorted to the previously mentioned
experiment s (refereace 1) aild specifically to two cases
where the wing vas outside of the propeller slipstream,
so as to retain the v.aiidity’of our results. In one case
the propeller was below, in the other, a“oove the wing.
The experimental results ar,d furtk.er details on the mutual
l~cat ion are tabv.lated ia tables Nos. 123 and 127 of the
Gottingen test report.

The calculated change of induced drag’ A Clvi i~ in

close accord witL the test data. Tigure 6 shows tb.e polar
cf the uninfluenced wing as solid curve, while the two
dashed polar curves were coupute?. from it. The polar a
is valid for t’ne case of propeller above, and polar %
for propeller below the wing. Tlie test points indicated
as s!~a.11circles ma:lifest o q-~ite close agreement, partic-
ularly for case a.

As coaccrns the aksolute nagnitude of A CW5 , it i’s

seen to be about 10 percent of the wing dras. This figure
shou~d be even lower for level flight in ~flostpractical
cases, since the propeller thrust in this particular case
is conparativelv lii~h compared to the wiil,gdrag. Obvicus-
~y, ~cvi lecomes smaller as the thrust decreases.
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Analysis’of Velocity ‘Component’ wr from- the Potential

of tile Propeller Disk Area Superposed with

Evenly Di.stri%uted Vortex Sinks

The potential @/K of the propeller disk area* even-
ly covered with sinks is, according to equation (4):

211 a
~=,~or$o Q:Q~:=27 ?

rodrode-- ....————-.——-———---- .—..—.——
0=0 rO=O J_ro2+r2-2r r. coS9+Z2

T’ne term below the root may equally be written as

2+r2-2r r.ro cos 6-1-z2=(ro-r cos 0)a+r2 sin20 +Z2=R2

The addition of r cos 6 dro de to the nunerator of the

fraction followed by suhtractio~ gives the partial inte-
grals:

@
21-r a (ro- r cos Q) dro 21-f a dro

h7= ~ dof –--–––----i-”---––– + r / cos 0 dej –~–
0 0 0 0

Integration over the radius of the propeller disk in
conjunctioli with the insertion of limits and the abbrevi-
ation a2 + r2 - 2a r cos O + 22 = Ra2 yields:

g=2n 2’11

J Ra de-2n~~+r ~ cos O ln(Ra+a-r cos e)de
K @ o

21-r ..-.—
- j cos e ln(~r2+z2-r cos Q)d@.
o

The component wr of the velocity along r is obtained
by differentiation of the potential according to r, re-
———...—..--—..——...—--———-— . . .--.-—————————.—.——---.-——.—__———————————_..... ..——

*In a previons report (Fieselsberger: The Influence of a
Propeller on a Wall, Aachen Reports Nos. 10), devoted to
the velocity field surrounding a propeller, the potential
was expressed by Besselts functions. Tile much more simple
methods given here, were indicated by O. Blumenthal.
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suiting in:

1 acr? 2n (r-~ cos ~)doWr-— — -—
K

~ j -__- .......&------- 2 m z_
‘K Zlr O Ra

~.---~

+ ~ cos 6 ln(iia-+’a-r cos G)d6
o

. ..- .,. 21-T
+rJ

Cos 6—— .-—.—....-—..-—— ~_~a_~-o-~.R) d ~

o Ra+a-r cos e Ra

2Tr —..—..
f cos 6 in (Jr’+z2-r cos f3)d8..
0

21-r Cose .
r Os –-—— (

.-.-.-—.-.-—.-..—.-——.——. ——.--—-..— _
{r;+~

Cos @’i dQ,
y’-’~2+~r.-rcos 6 /

which rcduccs to.

,,.,

Then w.e abbreviate:

a2+r’i-zz=m2,

divide tke integral “b;’adding n2 do to tho numerator and
then subtract, which gives:

!. ; z&z-5M_!uM.- = n@-2a r COSO
‘r=r” ------___________ : ~ ----zz-------& d e

O JZm2-2a r cos 9 0 J_XX-2a r cos 8

&: ---------=-----
m2-2a r cos 6

reverse thci limit’s 3e-Tlien me put ~=’rr-~ dan
cau.se q =Tr for 0=0, a,nd. ~4=0 for e=n. lle-
sides, de = - dW T-he result is:
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.—....—.. ........._
~;* /m2+2a r

~m2
, ; ------$~-------COS ~ d~ + .-_—

‘1-rJ@i-2a r cos p

13

By reversing the prefixes of the two summands, the origi-
nal limits may then be used again. Concurrently, we in-
troduce the half angle ‘byutilizing the elementary trigo-
nometrical relation,

Y
Cosq =1-2 sin2~.

‘J’eobtain:

Q?E.~ ___,.._______L:_________________
r C VG2+ Za r (1 - 2 sinz f)

~ ~----

[/-

1-r
-. .—.—..-————..,—.— —

J7J
~ u“ (a+ r)z + 22 f 1 - ~2=— sin2~dPr

0

az -1-ra -1- 22 n di}
------ .—...—.- .—.-—— —-.—..-—. .. . -——.-——-

r
(p + r’) + 22 ~f ‘-”’--1~--~--~~~-~

5 1
WlieT~ the I’10dul?ls k of both elliptical integrals has
the value,

2 A/=k . .-––=–_–__.-––––
~~~+ r)’ + Z’

.— .—-

v
i?riting, finally, – = f3,

2
the new limits have the

the ultimate

.—
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M-atualinterference of wing and propeller.Figure 1.-.

Figure 2.-Propeller flow visualized as superposed partial flows.
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vortex siriks.

Figure

I

4.-Induced drag due to propeller.
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